
 
 

 

eScooter User’s Manual KX 100 
 

  

  

  

Please read carefully the below instructions before using the product  

  

   

1. Accessories   
  

  

Adapter                                                         charger cable  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



2. LCD Display  
2.1 Display panel:  

  

  

2.2 Buttons and Display indication  

There are 3 physical buttons on the right side of LCD display panel; they have different functions to control 

the display indication on this panel.   

  

1.Gear + button:                 is used to speed up from 1 to 3.  Pressing long will also switch on the light 

2. Power ON/OFF button: be used to switch power on /off   

3. Gear - button:               is used to decrease from 3 to 1.  

There are 3 gears in this LCD Screen.   

● Gear 1:  Low speed. Max 7km/h   

● Gear 2: Middle speed. Max 17 km/h  

● Gear 3: High speed. Max 25km/h   

Note: The max riding speed will be different in different road condition and user’s weight.  

  
  

  

There are 4 indication data on display panel  

1. Battery display: to show how much power it is remained.  



  

  

2. Gear: to show the existing gear user set  

  
3.Speed: to show the speed it is going.  

  

  

4.Short press the POWER ON/OFF Button to shift among Mileage/odometer/ Time/VOL/RPM  indication:  

DIS： to show the single trip distance   

  
  

TIME：to show the time it is ridden.  

  

ODO:  to show overall mileage it is ridden.  

  



  

  
VOL:  to show current voltage when it is ridden.  

  

RPM:  to show revolutions per minute of motor.  

  

  

  

  

2.3 LED headlight  

When you ride in dark, there is a LED headlight on scooter for lighting.    

Press the Gear + button long to power ON/OFF the LED light.  

  

3. Charger Connection  
  

How to charge your E-scooter?  



Step1: You should connect the cable plug to the E-scooter charging port and connect the other side to the 

charger adapter.  

Step2: Find the plug of the charger and insert the plug into a 100V-240V AC Socket.   

Caution: It may cause short-circuit if you mix the operation steps.  ONLY USE THE CHARGER THAT  

COMES WITH THE ESCOOTER  

 

4. Folding and unfolding steps  

4.1 Folding steps  

Step 1: Warning: hold the steering rod with the left hand before you start to fold it. Step 

2:  Pull the folded lock down. See the pic   

  

  

Step3 ： Push down the vehicle steering handle           Step4:   It is folded ok after hearing “click”                 

  

  

  



  

  

4.2 Unfolding process  

Step1: Hold the steering rod with left hand and press the lock with right hand.  

  

Step2: hold up the rod gradually to the vertical direction.  

 

Step3: It is unfolded ok after hearing “click” sound. It means it is locked and finishes the unfolding.  

  

5. How to simply assemble the E-scooter before riding?  

  

5.1 When open the box, you will find 2 pieces of handlebars that need to be assembled. 

  

  



  

  

Step2:    Assemble the left and right handlebar   

  

 There are 2 pieces of handle bars, left and right.   

  

  

  

Screw on the handle bars from left and right side respectively.  

   

  

5.3 It is assembled ok as below picture. Please make sure it is tightly connected.  



  

6. Safety instructions  

- Rider must wear  protective equipment like head helmet ,knee pad, elbow pad and others when riding.  

- You should not drive on motor roads and crowded places. And you should not carry kids or other people with 

you when you are on the vehicle. You cannot ride on stairs and escalators. Please, keep speed as low as 

possible (3-10 km/h) or stop when meeting road bumpers, elevator and pot hole.    

- It is more than a sport entertainment item than a proper transportation vehicle. But when you drive on public 

areas, it has vehicle attributes. So it has safety risks as any other vehicle. You must drive according to user 

manual to be protected and to protect others’ safety  

- However, you should understand that: once driving into public roads or other public areas, you might face 

the risk of penalty or punishment because of a motoring offense or an improper operation of other people or 

vehicles, even if you operate as the manual says. Like all vehicles, the faster you drive, the longer the braking 

safety distance is. Emergency braking on smooth surfaces may make you lose balance. So you must stay alert 

drive with an appropriate speed and keep adequate safety distance with other people and vehicles during 

driving. Please keep low speed and stay alert when driving into unfamiliar places.   

- Please, respect the right of the way when driving. You must avoid scaring pedestrians, especially children 

and the elderly . Remember to decelerate when passing behind pedestrians. It is preferable to ride on the 

cycling path. When facing a pedestrian, keep going straight and decelerate.   

- Driving in countries and regions without national standard and rules related with such scooters, you must 

obey the user manual’s requirements. Stolen, human accidents, legal disputes and every other adverse event 

caused by a behaviour violating the manual’s instructions won’t be taken in charge by our services  

- To avoid injuries, please do not lend your product to people who do not know how to use it. You must teach 

them how to use the vehicle and tell them to wear helmet and protective gears when driving.   

- Please check the vehicle before driving. If you find obvious abnormality like missing pieces, battery life 

reducing excessively or too much noise, please stop using the product immediately and contact our customer 

service to get a professional help about the product and the maintenance.   



7. Daily maintenance  

7.1 Storage and cleaning  

If spots appear on the vehicle’s surface, wipe it with a soft wet cloth. If there are stubborn spots, you can wipe 

it with a soft cloth and toothpaste. Then clean with a wet cloth.   

Reminder: Don’t clean with alcohol, gas, kerosene or other corrosive and volatile chemical solvents. It will 

badly damage the appearance and internal structure of the vehicle. Washing by spray with water under pressure 

is forbidden. You must switch off the vehicle and unplug the charging cable and clog charging rubber cover. 

Otherwise, you may get an electric shock or it may seriously damage the vehicle because of flooding water.   

Product must be stored in a dry, cool room when you don’t use it. Try to avoid letting it outside for a long time. 

Outdoor environment with sunlight exposure, overheating, rain, etc. will accelerate the ageing of appearance 

and wheels end reduce battery lifetime.   

7.2 Battery maintenance  

Please don’t use battery in environment with over 50 °C or under -20°C. For example, don’t let the battery in 

your car with sun exposure. You must not put the battery into fire, it will damage it. Please refer to the battery 

nameplate under the vehicle to know the other maintenance tips.   

Try to charge the vehicle frequently it can extend battery life. Besides, using at a normal temperature, battery 

can have long endurance distance and good performance. If you use it under 0°C, battery life and performance 

will be reduced. Under -20 °C, endurance distance may be reduced compared with normal temperatures.   

Reminder:    

Fully charged Scooter will run out of power after 90-120 days in standby mode. The stored power will run out 

after 20-50 days in standby mode. If it is not fully charged and if you don’t charge it in time, it may cause 

damages to the battery capacity for excessive discharge and this damage cannot be recovered.   

So this scooter should be charged periodically by month to make sure battery alive.  

Warning:   

Non-professionals should not disassemble batteries because it may cause safety issues by electric shock.  


